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ABSTRACT: 

The design of a file system has never been a 
simple nor a straightforward task because of its 
complexity. Heuristics and experience still play 
a major role in guiding the design process. To or- 
ganize the entire design process in a more system- 
atic manner, large scale simulation has proved to 
be an effective technique. The FOREM models dev- 
eloped during the past several years (specifically 
for the evaluation of file system designs) repre- 
sent facilities of this type. This paper utilizes 
the FOREM model as the principal tool and presents 
a hypothetical design example dealing with many 
essential issues of the design process. Evaluation 
of designs of several other actual file systems are 
also being carried out and will be reported at a 
later date. Only through quantitative evaluation 
can each design decision be arrived at correctly 
and the possible tradeoffs be identified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The complexity of an information system is 
manifested in the form of at least three major lev- 
els of system abstraction each having a set of as- 
sorted primitive concepts, design parameters and 
issues. At the user's problem or logical level, 
the application analyst deals with sets of objects 
or entities, their properties and relationships. 
He may choose a set of definition schemata to de- 
clare entities and the pertinent relationships and 
provide procedures for their manipulation. In this 
environment, the issues to be dealt with are the 
user's requirements, his desired output, and the 
application algorithm. At the access path design 
level of the systems, the choice of data structure 
for the data base depends on the combined require- 
ments of all the existing and prospective users of 
this data base and the projected transaction loads. 
Here, the data elements may be combined in a logic- 
al manner different from that specified by the 
user's schemata to facilitate search and access. 
Other facilities such as indexes and cross refer- 
ence tables are also introduced here to improve the 
efficiency of finding the appropriate item in the 
data structure. The data base designer has to pro- 
vide the proper search algorithms for transforming 
the users specification of any subset of entities 
into search steps which are compatible with the 
data structure of the data base. At the physical 
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level, the chosen structure of the data base must 
be mapped into the addressing space of the storage 
device in the host computer and the idiosyncrasies 
of the data management software have to be taken 
into account before making the design decisions. 

Specific tasks at each level of the design 
process involve respectively the characterization 
of the application, the selection of an appropriate 
file organization, and the determination of many 
hardware and software parameters to implement that 
organization. Since the types of applications sup- 
ported by a file and the resulting transactions 
are almost unlimited in variety, no single design 
is equally good for every application. The problem 
of file design is essentially that of tailoring the 
file organization to the application in such a man- 
ner that some objective function of the system re- 
source requirement, and the aggregated processing 
time is a minimum. In case the file system pro- 
vides on-line inquiry capability from remote term- 
inals, additional constraints such as the user's 
specified response time requirement should also be 
incorporated in the design. 

Many analytical studies have been done in the 
past on the problem of file design, but most of 
them concentrated on the filing schemes and the as- 
sociated access techniques (1,2). More recently, 
some work has been initiated to treat the file sys- 
tem as a comprehensive problem of design based par- 
tially on known optimization techniques (3,4,5). 
Because of the large number of variables associated 
with a file system, success is rather limited and 
is largely confined to files with the simple se- 
quential organization (6,7). Design and optimiza- 
tion of the file system in the general sense seems 
to remain a distant possibility. At present, the 
most effective means in carrying out the file sys- 
tem design in a systematic way is through large 
scale simulation. In this connection, the FOREM 
(File Organization and EvalUation Model) model has 
been developed to facilitate the evaluation of var- 
ious file organizations. 

The FOREM model, through the use of many par- 
ameters, allows the modeler to specify all three 
levels of abstraction with sufficient complexity. 
Extensive use has been made of the model in evalu- 
ating many design alternatives at the access path-- 
physical levels, including the organization of data 
sets, the selection of access methods and many sub- 
tle issues such as the blocking factor, the over- 
flow handling technique, the buffering scheme (8), 
etc. In this paper, we shall present a hypothetic- 
al yet quite realistic example of file and applica- 
tion as a vehicle to illustrate the logical se- 
quence of the design process and the associated 
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issues. The FOREM model provides a convenient 
probe for the quantitative verification of these 
issues, their alternatives and possible tradeoffs. 
It is the authors' intention to accumulate suffi- 
cient insight and experience through this method of 
quantitative evaluation to guide the development of 
a systematic methodology of file system design and 
optimization. 

II. THE FOREM MODEL 

Much of the detailed description on the func- 
tional as well as operational aspects of the FOREM 
model has been discussed elsewhere (9,10). To 
retain continuity without unnecessary duplication, 
we shall describe only those features of the model 
that are particularly relevant for the design is- 
sues discussed in this paper. 

The FOREM model is a programming facility al- 
lowing the modeler to simulate file management sys- 
tems and the associated dynamic storage and re- 
trieval activities. The facility calculates the 
total allocated storage space and computes the pro- 
cessing time for each transaction. In its present 
form it can accommodate more than one hundred types 
of variables which we shall not attempt to list 
here. However, it should be beneficial to review 
at least some essential ones in the framework of 
the above-mentioned three levels of system abstrac- 
tion. 

The model does provide a rudimentary facility 
for the specification of user's data elements and 
their relationships. The elementary unit of data 
is a field. A contiguous set of fields is called 
a segment. Different segments can be organized 
hierarchically to represent complex relationships 
among data elements. In addition, user's retriev- 
al, update and insertion operations can also be ex- 
pressed in tabular form with qualification on keys 
as well as on other field values. In a qualifica- 
tion expression, the allowable predicates include 
equal, greater than, less than and range. The 
specification at users level is essentially inde- 
pendent of the access path or physical levels of 
the file. For the specification of the data base, 
the notion of access-path-level data sets is intro- 
duced. All segments and their relationships speci- 
fied in the user's schemata can be mapped into a 
single or several data sets at the discretion of 
the designer. Facilities are also available for 
the specification of indexes and cross reference 
tables which are not part of the user's schemata. 
Basic mechanisms for the construction of search 
strategies in tabular form are also provided to 
transform the user's storage and retrieval specifi- 
cations into search steps directed to the appropri- 
ate data sets. 

To enable the users to design the storage im- 
plementation of the access-path-level data sets, 
the model is capable of simulating a number of 
storage devices such as tape, drum, data cell and 
disk, and several standard access techniques sup- 
ported by the IBM 360 operating system. These in- 
clude sequential, indexed sequential and direct 
access methods. Other storage and access technique 
related parameters such as blocking factor, over- 
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flow handling technique, buffering mode, etc. are 
also provided as design variables. 

As outputs, the model calculates the storage 
space occupied by each data set and the processing 
time (elapsed time) required for each user transac- 
tion. The designer can then use these two outputs 
as basic indicators to guide his entire design 
process. 

III. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 

The best approach to provide an illuminating 
insight to the entire design process and the at- 
tainable tradeoffs is to follow through the design 
steps of a file system accompanied by the rationale 
behind each step. The first step to start that 
process is to provide a parameterized description 
of the application and the associated collection 
of data items. Consider a hypothetical application 
dealing with three sets of objects called VENDORS, 
PARTS, and PROJECTS. Each vendor is characterized 
by a unique identification NUMBER, a NAME, and an 
ADDRESS. Each part has the attributes PART NUMBER 
and DESCRIPTION while each project has the attrib- 
utes PROJECT NUMBER and PROJECT NAME. In addition, 
the application is also dealing with the 3-tuple 
relationship (VENDOR NAME, PART NUMBER, COLOR) and 
the 4-tuple relationship (VENDOR NUMBER, PART NUMB- 
ER, PROJECT NUMBER, QUANTITY). The user's declara- 
tion can conceivably be given as 

F I E L D  DECLARATION 

LEVEL F I E L D  NARE ENCODED CHARACTER LENOTH 

0 VENDOR NUHRER (KEY) 6 

O NAME IO 

0 ADDRESS 60 

] PART NNMRER R 

I COLOR 8 

I DESCRIPTION 20 

2 PROJECT NUHBER 8 

2 QUANTITY 4 

2 PROJECT HANE 16 

SEGHENT DECLARATION 

SEDHENT NAHE F IE~DS IN SEDMFNT SUPERIOR SEDNFHT NAN~ AV.  NO. OF 
R E P E T I T I O N  ~ 

SO VENDOR NURRER - -  I 

NANE 

ADDRESS 

$1 PART NUMBER SO 2 

COLOR 

DESCRIPTION 

52 PROJECT NUMBER SI 3 

QUANTITY 

PROJECT NAME 

One occurrence of such a record as viewed by the 
user is shown in Fig. i. It is interesting to 
note here that there exist many-to-many relation- 
ships among the entities called VENDOR, PART, and 
PROJECT and the above specification is certainly 
not the only one possible. The question of what 



are the most appropriate schemata for a given ap- 
plication is an interesting area of investigation 
beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we simply 
postulate that the particular choice of such a dec- 
laration is a result of a careful analysis of the 
application. To preserve the simplicity of the 
problem, let us further assume that it is the only 
application supported by the file management sys- 
tem. 

In addition to thesegment declaration given 
above, information about the field values, the in- 
quiry and maintenance activities, and the corres- 
ponding occurrence frequencies are also necessary 
to provide a complete characterization of the file 
and the associated applications. For those fields 
used in the selection criteria of user's storage 
and retrieval requests, their value sets and occur- 
rences of each value in the file enable a more ac- 
curate determination of the total I/0 activities 
to be initiated in connection with each user's 
transaction and, hence, a more accurate estimate 
of the processing time of that transaction. 

The dynamic inquiry and update activities gen- 
erated by the user's application of this file are 
represented by the set of hypothetical queries giv- 
en in Table I. Although it appears that the query 
set is made up in an arbitrary manner, it can be 
divided into four broad classes, namely (i) quali- 
fication on one or more fields in the master seg- 
ment and output either the entire record or seg- 
ments at any subordinate level, (ii) joint qualifi- 
cation on fields in both the master segment and the 
subordinate segment and output either the entire 
record or any segment, (iii) qualification on 
fields in one or more levels of subordinate seg- 
ments and output the entire record or the master 
segment, and (iv) given record key update the en- 
tire record or some fields in the record. It should 
be noted that the frequency of occurrence associ- 
ated with each inquiry and update operation has 
the significance of weighting function in their 
effect on the outcome of the design. No record 
insertion operation is given here. It is assumed 
that the file is periodically reorganized in a 
batch maintenance mode when sufficient number of 
new records are accumulated for insertion. 

It can be observed from Table I that only four 
fields, "VENDOR NAME," "PART NO.," "COLOR" and 
"PROJECT NO." are used in the selection criteria 
of any user's transaction. To generate the number 
of records retrieved from the qualification criter- 
ion of a query, the following two sets of hypothe- 
tical field value distributions are provided in 
Table II. Although these two sets of distributions 
differ only in the field "COLOR," it should be in- 
teresting to observe their effect on the result of 
the design. 

The application description is a crucial as- 
pect of the design process. Great care should be 
exercised to ensure that the description is comp- 
letely independent of the access path and physical 
implementations of the files. The types of charac- 
teristics given above provide a framework for ex- 
tracting appropriate parameters. 
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IV. EXAMPLES OF DESIGN 

The first major design issue to be resolved is 
the selection of a logical organization for the 
data base. In the general case, a data base may 
support a number of applications and conceivably 
has an organization quite different from that spe- 
cified by the user's schemata. The problem of sel- 
ecting the best schemata for the data base taking 
into account the requirements and activities of all 
supported applications is an extremely difficult 
and unresolved problem. It is certainly the key to 
a systematic approach of data base system design 
and optimization. In the hypothetical example con- 
sidered in this paper, the situation is much simp- 
ler because there is onl~ one application associ- 
ated with the data base. We shall explore two 
access-path-level organizations in more detail in 
the following: 

A. Choice of Data Base Organization 

The first access-path-level organization of 
the data base to be investigated has the same form- 
at as that declared by the user. Assuming that 
each encoded character of every field takes one 
byte (8 bits) of space, the length of the record 
can then be readily calculated. We shall also 
postulate that there are l0 S records in the data 
base. This set of records can be sorted in collat- 
ing sequence of the keys into an access-path-level 
data set. It should be noted that the sorting 
order introduced in the data base may be quite 
different from that envisioned by the user. 

Next, let us consider the data set so speci- 
fied and the search technique required in finding 
records in the file which satisfy the selection 
criterion in any given query. Of course, the set 
of records satisfying a given query listed in 
Table I can be found by scanning the entire file 
sequentially in a record by record manner. But 
for fast retrieval, via key, an index table of 
record keys can be built. It is generally recog- 
nized that cross reference indexes organized into 
separate data sets can also be created on those 
fields which are used in the qualification criter- 
ion of any query. From the query Table I, it is 
clear that four fields "VENDOR NAME," "PART NO.," 
"COLOR," and "PROJECT NO." are potential candidates 
for the creation of cross reference indexes. How- 
ever, extra maintenance effort is required to add 
a value or a key entry or both to each of the 
cross reference indexes during the insertion of a 
new record to the file. When updating the field 
value of a record, extra work in modifying the 
cross reference table may be necessary if that 
field is indexed. In any event, the merging time 
of two long key lists obtained from two different 
cross reference indexes for joint qualification 
on two or more fields may be quite substantial. 
Therefore, the design problem is to balance the 
benefits of reduced retrieval times against the 
drawbacks of extra index processing and maintenance 
efforts. 

Consider now the processing time for the 
query QI0 in Table I. Suppose all four fields 
mentioned above are indexed. Then there are three 



possible search strategies to find all the quali- 
fying records. The first strategy starts from the 
cross reference indexes on both fields "PART NO." 
and "COLOR", retrives one qualifying record key 
list from each and then performs the intersection 
operation. The end result is a shorter key list 
which can subsequently be used for record retriev- 
al. The second strategy retrieves only the record 
key list from the index on the field "PART NO." 
and then uses that for the selection of record. 
The third search strategy, of course, uses only 
the cross reference index on the field "COLOR." 
Since the first strategy in general produces the 
shortest key list for record retrieval, it is usu- 
ally but not always the best strategy in most sit- 
uations. However, for the hypothetical file under 
consideration, the field "COLOR" has only 4 dis- 
tinct values. The length of the key list associ- 
ated with any value entry in the cross reference 
index on "COLOR" is at least 104 key entries or 
more. Consequently, a great deal of time may be 
consumed in key list accessing and merging. All 
three cases of cross reference indexing will be 
evaluated quantitatively. 

B. Selection of Physical Structure 

The next stage of design deals primarily with 
the physical structures and their implementations. 
The choice is limited, of course, to the available 
options of the software and hardware facilities 
provided by the host computer. In this example, 
we shall consider only the disk storage device be- 
cause of the real time nature of the inquiries. 
The design evaluation tool, the FOREM model, is 
able to simulate operations of the three principal 
access methods, namely the sequential, the indexed 
sequential and the direct access methods. Qualita- 
tively speaking, the sequential organization is 
best suited for batch-type sequential processing. 
It is not suited for inquiries with qualification 
on any field other than the key field. The direct 
organization gives rise to the shortest retrieve 
time under the random retrieval mode, but yields 
relatively poor performance under sequential pro- 
cessing. In other words, for any retrieval criter- 
ion based on a non-indexed field, a time consuming 
bucket-by-bucket search will result. When there is 
substantial insertion of new records into the file, 
the direct organization is also likely to deterior- 
ate in performance due to the necessity of chaining 
the overflow records from the home bucket. The 
indexed sequential organization provides the capa- 
bility for both sequential and random processing 
and can tolerate moderate amounts of insertion 
without severe performance degradation. However, 
the data set does have to be reorganized periodic- 
ally when the overflow area becomes heavily popu- 
lated. For the set of queries given in Table I, 
the index sequential organization seems to be the 
appropriate choice. 

Besides the selection of an organization for 
a data set, there are several additional design 
parameters which must be determined. For the disk 
storage device, records must be blocked; the block- 
ing factor determines the number of interblock gaps 
on a track and hence determines the number of rec- 
ords that can be stored in a track. It also de- 
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termines the size of buffers that must be allocated 
in core. The average record length in the ISAM 
data set is 316 bytes and is grouped 5 records to 
a block on a 2314 disk storage device. Since there 
are 7294 bytes per track on the 2314 disk, the 
choice will produce four blocks to a track. The 
cylinder overflow mode is assumed here and there 
are 5% of the records in the overflow area. In 
addition, the four cross reference indexes are also 
organized into index sequential data sets with rec- 
ord lengths from 8 to 20 bytes, i00 records per 
block and 1% overflow. 

After all the design parameters were selected 
and entered into the FOREM evaluation model, the 
total retrieval time for the query Qi0 was com- 
puted for the three different search strategies 
discussed earlier. The resulting retrieval times 
were 52.7 sec, 21.4 sec, and 6896 sec, respective- 
ly, favoring the strategy using only indices on 
"VENDOR NAME," "PART NUMBER," and "PROJECT NUMB- 
ER." 

It might be argued that the principal reason 
for the creation of an index on the field "COLOR" 
is to eliminate a time consuming sequential search 
of the complete file, when "COLOR" is the sole 
field used in the selection criterion of an in- 
quiry. An inspection of the query set in Table I 
reveals that the appearance of "COLOR" in the sel- 
ection criterion of any query is always accompan- 
ied by another field. This observation essentially 
leads to a conjecture that the creation of an index 
on "COLOR" does not serve any useful purpose. 
This conjecture has been borne out by the results 
obtained from many simulation runs. Table III 
gives the total time for processing the inquiries 
and updates in the query set for three different 
cases of index selections: (i) all four fields, 
"VENDOR NAME," "PART NO.," "COLOR," and "PROJECT 
NO." indexed, (ii) all except "PART NO." are ind- 
exed, and (iii) all except "COLOR" are indexed. 
Clearly the best performance results when no index 
is created on "COLOR." This simple example has 
demonstrated that although the creation of an index 
on a field is generally viewed as beneficial, the 
benefit cannot be ascertained without quantitative 
evaluation. 

Now the dependence of the system performance 
on the content of the field can be readily demon- 
strated. Of course, the distribution of a field 
in the real world can never be arbitrarily assigned. 
It is an intrinsic characteristic of the file con- 
tent. To demonstrate this dependence, let us con- 
sider an alternate field value distribution given 
in Table II. All other conditions remain the same 
as those in the previous design. For this alter- 
nate distribution, the total processing times for 
all the inquiries and updates are recomputed using 
the FOREM model and placed in Table IV. The re- 
sults indicate that total service time of the en- 
tire query set has been reduced and that, contrary 
to the earlier conclusion, an implementation with 
indexes on all four fields now gives the best per- 
formance. 

This example clearly illustrates our earlier 
contention that the content distribution character- 



ization should be a part of the application des- 
cription. 

C. An Alternate Data Base Organization 

It would be beneficial to examine another 
choice of the logical organization of the data base 
which does not have the identical notion of records 

as that envisioned by the user. For example, each 
hierarchical record envisioned by the user (Fig. i) 
can be mapped into two different types of records 
of the data base with one VENDOR segment and two 
PART segments grouped together as a record of one 
type and each PROJECT segment as a record of an- 
other type. Figure 2 depicts the mapping and the 
resulting record types. A new key or identifica- 
tion number must be assigned to records of the sec- 
ond type. Then the records of each type are group- 
ed together in sorted collating sequence of the 
keys or identification number to form two data 
sets. The first data set has l0 s records and a rec- 

ord length of 148 bytes. The second data set has 
6 x l0 s records of 28 bytes per record. It may 
have a sorted sequence different from that shown in 
Fig. 2. However, to preserve linkage among seg- 
ments belonging to the same original user record, 
pointers are imbedded in every record of the first 
data set to link to the appropriate records in the 
second data set. As far as the choice of the cross 
reference indexes is concerned, creation of indexes 

on field "VENDOR NAME," "PART NO.," "COLOR," and 
"PROJECT NO." seems still a reasonable design de- 
cision. 

The remaining task for the designer is, of 
course, to choose a physical organization to place 
the two data sets on a disk storage device such as 
2314. Here we examine only two cases. In the 
first case, both data sets are organized as indexed 
sequential data sets. The first data set has a 
blocking factor of 8, while the second data set has 
a blocking factor of 60. Both data sets are as- 
sumed to have 5% overflow records. In the second 
case, the first data set is organized into an in- 
dexed sequential data set while the second data set 
is organized as a direct access data set. 

Let us now consider the case that both data 
sets are indexed sequential. For such an organiza- 
tion of the data base, the query processing time 
depends critically on the query type and levels of 
segments to be retrieved. For example, to retrieve 
a complete user record, the transaction must first 
go to the master segment of the user record in the 
first ISAM data set, and then follows the pointers 
to retrieve all the subordinate segments in the 
last level which is also an ISAM data set. On the 
average, there will be six accesses to the last 
level data set per user record retrieval. Table V 
presents the processing times for individual query 

as well as for the entire query set for this imple- 
mentation. The results show that overall process- 
ing time will be increased substantially. 

Next let us consider the case that the second 
data set is organized as direct access data set. 
All the processing times for the query set were re- 
computed as given in Table V. The result clearly 

favors the direct access organization for the sec- 
ond data set. 

A comparison of Table V with Table III shows 
that for some queries Q2, Q3, Q5, Q7, Qi2, Qi5, 
and QI6, the processing times are shorter in the 
alternate data base organization. But for the en- 
tire set of queries, the first data base organiza- 
tion gives rise to shorter aggregate processing 
time. This may not always be the case. When both 
qualifications and output are confined to segments 
in the first two levels, the two data set organiza- 
tions may become favorable. Further, there are 
several other organizations not considered in this 
paper. For example, it may be possible that last 
level segments belonging to the same superior seg- 
ment are stored near each other and cause a reduc- 
tion in disk arm movement during their retrievals. 
This kind of refinements, which may well reverse 
our conclusions, require much more detailed analy- 
sis than that given in this paper. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The technique of evaluating alternate designs 
of file organizations based on the given file and 
application characteristics has been demonstrated 
through the example considered in this paper. Con- 
ventional hand calculations and imprecise rules of 
thumb become inadequate in dealing with complex 
problems of this magnitude. The usefulness of a 
quantitative evaluation tool such as the FOREM mod- 
el can never be overemphasized. 

The design alternatives, of course, represent 
only a small fraction of a wide variety of issues 
and tradeoffs encountered in designing any large 
file system. However, two observations should be 
noted here. First, in a complex design problem 
involving a large number of variables, it is not 
unusual that at each level of decision the result- 
ing performance depends critically on the disposi- 
tion of a small subset of variables but is rela- 
tively insensitive to the choice of the other var- 
iables over a wide range of values. Identification 
of the sensitivities of variables and their corres- 
ponding ranges of values would certainly be of pos- 
itive value to the design process. Secondly, since 
the number of variables is large, an exhaustive 
enumeration of all possible combinations is pro- 
hibitively expensive even if each variable is as- 
signed only a few trial values. It is thus impera- 
tive to devise some heuristic algorithms to reduce 
the number of combinations to be tested. The quan- 
titative evaluation methodology presented in this 
paper represents an initial step in those direc- 
tions. 
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DATA SET 2 
RECORD I' PROJECT SEG ] I ,N DATA PROJECT SEG 2 
SET I PROJECT SEG 3 

I PROJECT SEG 4 
I PROJECT SEG 5 

PROJECT SEG 6 

RECORD 
IN DATA 
SET 2 

Figure 2, Assignment of Segments of a User Record 
to Data Set Records 
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Que ry 
NO. 

Ol 

Q2 

Q3 

04 

Q5 

Q6 

Q7 

Q8 

Q9 

QI0 

QII 

QI2 

QI3 

QI4 

QI5 

QI6 

QI7 

Description Frequency 

Given VENDOR NUMBER=I234, Retrieve Record* 9 

VENDOR NAME=SMITH, PART N0.=01234, Retrieve Record i 

VENDOR NAME=SMITH, PART N0.=00012, LIST COLOR i 

VENDOR NAME=JONES, COLOR=RED, Retrieve Record 1 

VENDOR NAME=APPLE, COLOR=BLUE, LIST VENDCR NO. & PART NO. i 

VENDOR NAME=APPLE, PROJECT N0.=2135, Retrieve Record I 

VENDOR NAME=SMITH, PROJECT NO.=4275, LIST VENDOR NO. 

and PARTS SUPPLIED 1 

VENDOR NAME=JONES, Retrieve Record I 

COLOR=RED, PROJECT NO.=2135, LIST VENDOR NO. & PART NO. 1 

PART NO.=00012, COLOR=BLUF, Retrieve Record 1 

PART NO.=00012, Retrieve Record 1 

PROJECT N0.=3124, LIlT VENDOR N~ES SUPPLYING TO THAT 

PROJECT i 

Given VENDOR N0.=6337, Update COLOR 2 

Given VENDOR N0.=2184, Update VENDOR ADDRESS & COLOR 2 

Given VENDOR NO.=3526, LIST VENDOR N~E & COLOR i 

Given VENDOR N0.-7283, LIST PARTS SUPPLIED 1 

Given VENDOR NO.=I124, Update Record 2 

Query 

Number 

QI 9 

02 1 

Q3 I 

Q4 i 

Q5 I 

Q6 i 

Q7 I 

08 i 

Q9 I 

QI0 I 

QII 1 

QI2 i 

QI3 2 

Q14 2 

Q25 i 

QI6 1 

QI7 2 

Processln 9 
Vendor Name ]endor Name 

Frequency Part NO. Indexed 
Color :olor 
Project NO. Project No. 

9~ 

Indexed 

2 . 4 3  

3.5 

1.54 

67.8 

45.8 

1.10 

6.03 

22.8 

93.6 

52.7 

21.4 

39.6 

3.14 

3.92 

0.2? 

0.27 

7.81 

373.17 

2.43 

II0 

ii0 

67.8 

45.8 

I.I0 

6.03 

22.8 

93.6 

6896 

686 

39.6 

1.86 

2.60 

0.27 

0.27 

6.50 

Vendor Name 
Part NO. Indexed 

Project NO. 

2.43 

3.5 

1.54 

22.8 

8.87 

I.i0 

6.03 

22.8 

60.0 

21.4 

21.4 

39.6 

1.24 

2.60 

0.27 

0.27 

6.50 

" RECORD here refers to the record format in Figure I. 

Table I 

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 

FIELD 
VALUE C A S E I C A S E I I 

Proj.  lendor Part Proj .  ITEM Vendor Part Color Color 
Name No. No. Name No. No. 

Vl 54 70 43,210 I f 5  54 70 10,000 115 

V2 150 210 )1,566 70! 150 210 10,000 70 

V3 125 520 12,370 45 125 520 lO,O00 45! 

V4 80 305 12,854 375 80 305 70,00C 375 

V5 99,591 78 - -  65 99,591 78 - -  65 

V6 __ 1,003 ~ - -  913 - -  1,003 - -  913 

V7 724 - -  4,890 - -  724 - -  4,890 

V8 - -  97,090 - -  9,672 - -  97,090 - -  9,672 

V9 . . . . . .  I0 ,027 . . . . . .  I0 ,027 

VIO . . . . . .  12,300 . . . . . .  12,300 

Vll . . . . . .  25,798 . . . . . .  25,798 

V12 . . . . . .  35,642 . . . . . .  35,642 

I n  T a b l e  I I  t h e  t o t a l  o c c u r r e n c e s  in  t h e  

Part No., Color, and Project No. fields have 
been normalized to 10 5 . A multiplication factor 
of 2 should be used for Part No. and Color and 
a multiplication factor of 6 should be used for 
the Proj. No. 

T a b l e  I I 

Query Vendor Name 
Freguen~ Part No. Indexed 

numbe: Color 
Project NO. 

Q1 9 2.43 

Q2 1 3.50 

Q3 1 1.54 

Q4 1 67.8 

Q5 1 45.8 

Q6 i 1 • i0 

U7 1 6.03 

Q8 1 22.8 

Q9 1 93.6 

QI0 1 52.7 

QI1 1 21.4 

QI2 1 59.6 

Q13 2 3.14 

Q14 2 3.92 

QI5 1 0.27 

QI6 ] 0.27 

QI7 2 7.81 

Total Time: 197.07 

q ~Ime ±n beco 
Vendor Name 

Indexed 
Color 
Project NO. 

2.43 

ii0 

ii0 

19,8 

lt.9 

i.i0 

6.03 

22.8 

27.6 

~CS 
']endor Name 
iPart NO. Indexed 

Project No. 

2.49 

3.50 

1.54 

22.8 

8.82 

I.I0 

6.03 

22.8 

60.0 

2469 21.4 

686 21.4 

39.6 39.6 

1.86 1.24 

2.60 2.60 

0.27 0.27 

0.27 0.27 

6.50 6.50 

3522.2 221.76 
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Processina Time In Seconds 
Query One ~vo Data Sets 
Number Frequency Data Set Both IS~M 

Q1 9 2.43 

Q2 1 3.50 

Q3 1 1.54 

Q4 1 19.8 

Q5 1 16.9 

Q6 1 1.10 

Q7 1 6.03 

Q8 1 22.8 

Q9 1 27.6 

QI0 1 19.5 

QII 1 21.4 

QI2 1 39.6 

QI3 2 3.14 

QI4 2 3,92 

QI5 1 0.27 

QI6 1 0.27 

QI7 2 7.81 

Total ~inLe : 373.17 

11.2 

12.4 

1.49 

179 

44.6 

1.10 

3,52 

181 

74 

93.2 

92.4 

34.5 

3.14 

3.92 

0.18 

0.18 

10.6 

Two Data Sets 
One IS~3~-, One D~ 

4.17 

3,24 

1.49 

99.5 

44.6 

i.i0 

3.52 

63.66 

58.2 

62.1 

37.5 

14.7 

3.14 

3.92 

0.18 

0.i~ 

8.51 

730.63 409.71 

Table V 
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